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ABOUT THE FSA.
Malcolm Clarke, Chair © The FSA

In the introduction to last year’s
Annual Review we wrote that as
“many supporters worry about
the very survival of their clubs,
the “big six” see an opportunity to
destroy the game’s structure and
rebuild it to suit their needs - their
needs being more money, more
power and more guarantees of
future success at the expense of
the competitive balance. We will
not stand for it.”

That looks prescient although anyone

Tom Greatrex, Vice chair © NIA UK

Our warning last year came on the

be handed to the billionaire owners of

back of “Project Big Picture” which we

our biggest clubs.”

described as a “sugar-coated cyanide
pill”. Those plans would have offered

Finally, in April 2021, the continent’s

temporary financial support to EFL

richest clubs broke cover and outlined

clubs but handed all of the power in

their plans to carve up football, make

the domestic game to half-a-dozen

themselves even richer and lock

billionaire club owners.

themselves into top level competition
forever. No longer could clubs dream of

In the background to this domestic

qualifying for Europe’s top competition.

power struggle football executives

The game was rigged.

across the continent schemed with
shapeshifting plans for a European

The backlash was enormous and, within

Super League. The proposals were

days, the entire project had collapsed.

always vague and changing, but
supporter groups made clear their

Despite our absolute disgust with the

opposition to plans which were only

motives of those behind the European

designed to make the rich richer, at the

Super League it now looks like they

expense of competition.

might have scored a huge own goal
and triggered a process that could see

paying attention (and that includes you
if you’re reading our Annual Review)

As we told the media, “supporters

fundamental changes to how football is

could see that the sheer, naked greed

are open to new ideas but we don’t

governed in England and Wales.

of Europe’s elite club owners would

remember any fans making the

eventually drive the game into

argument that what football really

The Government finally kick-started

this position.

needs is for more money and power to

its manifesto commitment to deliver a
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“fan-led review” of football governance,

A fantastic end to a campaign which

which the FSA has been heavily

lasted 32 years.

MISSION STATEMENT:

involved in shaping.
The impact of COVID-19 on the game

The FSA is an inclusive,

Writing about developing events in

continues and reaches into all areas

independent, democratic

the foreword of an Annual Review, a

of work, be it consumer issues as fans

organisation working with

document which has a lifespan of up

return to games, TV scheduling or the

supporters, governing bodies,

to 12 months, is always a dangerous

impact upon community-owned clubs

leagues and clubs to drive

business. But at the time of writing, in

to whom we offer help and support.

positive change in football

early October 2021, the interim report

through supporter engagement

has been delivered and recommends

The formalisation of the Women’s

at every level of the game. We

big ideas which we have advocated for

Game Network at last year’s AGM

nurture and develop supporter

many years. The final report is due to

has led to a welcome increase in

networks at local, national and

be published in the autumn.

work in that area of the game,

international levels, working

alongside new initiatives such as

with supporters’ trusts, clubs

Of course there’s been more to the

#TerraceTalk which saw new

and individuals to initiate and

year than governance and European

FSA activity around mental

support campaigns on issues of

Super League matters. One of the few

health matters.

concern to football supporters,

football stories which almost matched

encouraging good governance,

that for media inches is VAR and we

The Fans for Diversity campaign,

supporter representation

undertook a huge survey, completed by

which we run jointly with Kick It Out,

on club boards, community-

more than 30,000 respondents, which

continues to deliver fantastic results,

ownership and sustainable

you can find out more about in

despite the freeze on live events. The

stewardship of football clubs.

this review.

My Club, My Shirt initiative being

A commitment to diversity

a particular highlight, capturing

underpins all of our activity

imaginations across the country.

and we oppose all forms of

Elsewhere our long-running campaign
to introduce standing into the top tiers

discrimination or violence in

of domestic football saw huge success

It’s been a strange and very busy 18

as the Government announced that

months for the FSA but we hope this

from 1st January 2022 clubs could

Annual Review gives some sense of

apply for licensed standing areas.

the scope of the organisation.

relation to football.
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MEMBERSHIP
THERE ARE THREE CATEGORIES
OF MEMBERSHIP FOR THE FSA
AND THEY ARE ALL FREE:

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP

All tiers of membership are embedded

Open to all fans.

in our structure, weighted towards

AFFILIATE MEMBERSHIP

affiliate members who receive more

For supporters’ groups who fulfil key

JOIN THE FSA:
WWW.THEFSA.ORG.UK

criteria relating to their democratic
nature, independence, finance, and
diversity policy.

positions on our National Council and
more votes at the AGM - five per group
as opposed to one vote per individual
member or associate group.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP

Policy is set at the AGM following

For entities such as regional or non-

democratic processes although the

democratic fan groups, atmosphere

National Council can make

collectives, and fanzines.

interim policy.

NATIONAL COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES: *Denotes that a National Council member’s position is due for re-election at the 2021 AGM
Chair

Malcolm Clarke*

Vice chair

Tom Greatrex

Associate organisations

Ally Simcock* (Port Vale Supporters’ Club), Dave Tomlinson* (The Railwaymen)
and Thomas Concannon (Wor Flags)

Championship

Paul Corkey (Cardiff City Supporters’ Club), Roger Ellis* (Sky Blues Trust)
and Roger Titford (Supporters’ Trust at Reading)

Community-owned

Neil Le Milliere* (Exeter City Supporters’ Trust), Tim Hillyer* (Dons Trust)
and Nick Duckett (FC United of Manchester)

clubs Network
Fans for Diversity

Chris Paouros* (Proud Lilywhites), Rodney Cyrus (Love Football Hate Racism)
and Shin Aujla (Apna Albion)

FSA Cymru co-opted representative

Paul Corkrey (Cardiff City Supporters’ Club / Wales Fans’ Embassy)

Individual representatives

Christine Seddon, Kristine Green*, Malcolm Hirst, Martin O’Hara*,
Peter Daykin* and Sarah Stelling

League 1 & League 2

James Young* (Robins Trust), Peter Leatham (Accrington Stanley Supporters’
Trust) and Tony Wilkinson* (Blackpool Supporters’ Trust)

National Game

Richard Tomkins (Hereford United Supporters’ Trust), Rob Street* (Billericay
Town Supporters’ Society) and Tim Scott (Dulwich Hamlet Supporters’ Trust)

Premier League

Dave Pennington* (Manchester United Supporters’ Trust), Kat Law*
(Tottenham Hotspur Supporters’ Trust) and Steve Moulds (Foxes Trust)

Women’s Game

Jude Morris-King* (Manchester City Women FC Official Supporters Club)
and Sian Wallis (Proud Lilywhites)

The FSA Board

Ally Simcock, Chris Paouros, Dave Pennington, Kristine Green, Malcolm Clarke, Malcolm
Hirst, Martin O’Hara, Peter Daykin, Roger Ellis, Sachin Patel, Tim Hillyer and Tom Greatrex

Networks are responsible for electing their own representatives who sit upon those Networks thanks to their nomination
from an FSA affiliate (named in brackets). Nine members are elected from the National Council to make up the Board
alongside the chair and vice chair.
FA Council
There are more than 120 FA Council representatives. The body, along with FA staff and the FA Board, aims to “deliver an effective
and professional organisation for the greater good of English football”. FSA Board members Tom Greatrex and Chris Paouros sit
on the FA Council as supporter representatives, Chris having taken over the role from FSA chair Malcolm Clarke in 2021. FSA staff
member Anwar Uddin is also on the FA Council in a personal capacity as a national game football community representative.
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AGM

CHAIR AND
VICE CHAIR
CHAMPIONSHIP

PREMIER
LEAGUE

ASSOCIATE
MEMBER
REPS

INDIVIDUAL
MEMBER
REPS

NATIONAL
COUNCIL

NATIONAL
GAME

LEAGUE 1
& LEAGUE 2

FAN/
COMMUNITY
OWNED
CLUBS

FANS FOR
DIVERSITY

BOARD

FSA Board: Nine members elected by the
National Council plus the chair and vice chair
Elected at AGM

Selected by networks
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EUROPEAN
SUPER LEAGUE /
FAN-LED REVIEW
On Sunday 18th April 2021 many of
Europe’s biggest clubs announced
they planned to form a breakaway
European Super League (ESL).
Such was the backlash the idea
fell apart within 72 hours and
the reverberations could see a
change to the power structures in
domestic football.
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A dozen clubs were named on launch

You know the gist of that story now,

day with Inter Milan, Juventus and

so let’s rewind a little and look how

AC Milan from Italy joining Spanish

we got there.

clubs Atlético Madrid, Barcelona and
Real Madrid.

As an organisation we had been
campaigning, alongside Football

They were joined by the self-appointed

Supporters Europe and other national

“big six” from England made up of

organisations, against the concept of a

Arsenal, Chelsea, Liverpool,

European Super League for years.

Manchester City, Manchester United
and Tottenham Hotspur.

Back in June 2019 we warned that “the

concept of a European Super League

Despite planning to breakaway, the clubs

has been around since the late-80s but

had been working in cahoots with UEFA

the idea that won’t die has once again

to create a new format for European club

GOOD RIDDANCE
TO THEM?

resurfaced – this time led by Juventus

competitions that will be implemented

Why should fans of lower

chairman Andrea Agnelli.”

from the 2024-2025 season onwards.

league clubs care about all of

The prime motivation for all of this is

This will mean a Champions League

broadcast money going to the

money as many of the bigger clubs

made up of 32 teams and two Europa

European elite would have a

across Europe look enviously at the

Leagues made up of 32 and 64 teams

negative impact throughout the

worldwide television revenues secured

respectively, with a maximum number

English pyramid. Champions

by the Premier League in particular.

of clubs per national league.

League matches would be

Agnelli in particular has always hated

With our friends at Football Supporters

harming grassroots attendance,

the idea of clubs like Leicester City

Europe, we have made it absolutely

and the Premier League would

having the nerve to play in “his”

crystal clear to UEFA and Aleksander

probably curtail its solidarity

Champions League. Why should

Čeferin that allowing clubs to qualify

payments which amounts

these tiny clubs benefit from the

for Europe based on anything other

to approximately £100m

decades of prestige that big clubs

than sporting merit is completely

throughout the EFL.

have invested in the competition?

unacceptable and fans oppose any

It’s warped thinking.

expansion of the Champions League.

this? The prospect of so much

put up on a Saturday at 3pm,
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As well as effectively locking in the
biggest clubs to Europe’s biggest
competitions, the upcoming expansion
of the Champions League is a real
threat to domestic football and will
have countless knock-on effects.
As Football Supporters Europe (FSE),
the umbrella organisation of fan
groups across the continent, said: “The
European sports model is based on
sporting merit, qualification for Europe
via domestic success, and fair revenue
distribution. It should be strengthened
by all stakeholders, not undermined.”
We worked with FSE and proposed six
key principles to their AGM which were
debated and adopted by supporter
groups from across the continent in
July 2019. They were to form the basis
of opposition to the ESL when the
breakaway emerged.

PLANS EMERGE
Over the following years plans
continued to leak although there was
always a shapeshifting element to them
- clubs plotted in secret so always had
some level of deniability in public.
Then came that fateful Sunday in April
when their plans were released and
the ESL “launched” - no longer was
this a secret and a website laid out
their plans.
That website still exists - presumably
as the plans collapsed so quickly they
never actually bothered updating it
to lay out the complete failure of
their project.
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SIX PRINCIPLES
1. Promotion and relegation based on sporting performance –
from the bottom of the pyramid to qualification for Europe
2. No to closed leagues or franchise football – qualify on results,
not through history or heritage
3. Weekends are for domestic leagues – protect fan culture,
home and away. No live broadcasts on Saturdays at 3:00pm
4. We want competitive leagues – no to even more concentration
of wealth and on-going domination by a fixed few top clubs
5. Domestic football comes first – protect the pyramid and
cup competitions
6. Share the wealth – the money from elite football should be
shared across the whole game.

Arsenal Supporters’ Trust:

“The death of everything
football should be about.”
Chelsea Supporters’ Trust:

“No consideration for
the future of football.”
UEFA president Aleksander Čeferin opposed the ESL

Within hours we were on the front

owners who have zero regard for the

foot with media appearances and

game’s traditions and continue to treat

a statement which opposed the

football as their personal fiefdom. The

proposals in their entirety.

FSA, and no doubt supporters across
the continent, will continue to fight

Manchester City Official
Supporters’ Club:

“Motivated by greed.”
Manchester United Supporters’
Trust: “We urge everyone

against its creation.”

to immediately withdraw.”

merit or nurturing the world’s game –

Within 24 hours FSA-affiliated

Spirit of Shankly:

it is motivated by nothing but cynical

supporters’ groups at the English

greed,” said our statement.

clubs who had backed the ESL came

“The motivation behind this so-called
Super League is not furthering sporting

“A relentless and greedy
pursuit of money.”

out in force to oppose their own club’s
“This competition is being created

plans. But it wasn’t just fan groups

behind our backs by billionaire club

who reacted.

Tottenham Hotspur Supporters’
Trust: “Enough is enough.”

WIDESPREAD OUTRAGE
Such was the outrage that, the

of billionaire owners have misjudged

very next day, it prompted the

not only the mood of fans – but the

Government to launch its manifesto

mood of an entire nation.”

commitment of a Fan-led Review of
Football Governance.

Behind-the-scenes supporters’ groups
were organising with online campaigns

Digital, Culture, Media & Sport (DCMS)

and real world protests in the planning

secretary of state Oliver Dowden told

stage. Clubs had succeeded in uniting

the Commons that the recent ESL

fans throughout the pyramid as well as

proposals left the Government with

players, pundits, clubs, politicians and

no other option than to act.

the Government.

We also met with sports minister Nigel

Even the Duke and Duchess of

Huddleston on Monday and, the next

Cambridge joined in the condemnation

day, with the prime minister Boris

from their official Twitter account.

Johnson who promised to drop a
“legislative bomb” to halt the plans.

Now we had Prince William’s support
we thought who next - maybe

FSA chair Malcolm Clarke told the

president Joe Biden or the Pope?!

media that “anger from MPs on all sides

The level of support for fan issues

of the Commons showed that a handful

was truly unprecedented.
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By Wednesday the edifice had
started to crumble. The English
clubs withdrew and the concept
teetered on the edge with only
Real Madrid continuing to make
a public case for its existence.

are needed in the domestic game -

and radical proposals - in order

and that’s where the Fan-led Review

to deliver an interim report in the

comes in.

summer of 2021 and a final report in
autumn of this year.

There have been previous reviews
but this one has to be different.

At the time of going to print the

Politicians and civil servants involved

interim report has been delivered and

the FSA from the start as we created

the final report is due to be delivered

On the FSA website we pointed out

a structure which would see a panel of

in the coming weeks. We were

that “appeasement of football’s richest

experts, including FSA chief executive

impressed with the interim report and

clubs doesn’t work. The vultures circle,

Kevin Miles, give all FSA-affiliated and

hope the final report delivers upon

they’re always after more and they

associated fan groups an opportunity

that promise.

only get stronger when you feed

to feed into the review. Around 130

their greed”.

took that challenge on.

Seventy-two hours of white hot anger

Chair Tracey Crouch MP was

legislation to enact in order to ensure

and activity had killed the ESL but to

then tasked with digesting those

real change happens. The FSA will not

prevent its return wholescale changes

discussions - with all their experiences

stop until that change is delivered.

But even then, we’re only at half time,
as the Government might well have

FLR: INTERIM REPORT
Fan-led Review panel chair Tracey

at every level of the pyramid,

“Additional proposals linked to the

Crouch MP is recommending the

representatives of players and

sustainability of the game, golden

establishment of an independent

managers, supporters of the

shares for fan groups, grassroots

regulator which will oversee a new

women’s game, academics,

investment, mandatory supporter

club licensing system to improve

German supporter groups and

engagement and a strong voice

the standard of ownership across

many more.

for fans in governance at all levels,

the game.
The interim report recommends

What does the FSA think?

are hugely encouraging.”
In the coming months, the Fan-led

legislation to make supporter

Our chief executive Kevin Miles,

Review will build upon Crouch’s

engagement mandatory, enact

who sits on the Fan-led Review

recommendations and produce

wide-ranging reform of existing

panel said: “It’s clear from the

detailed plans for reform ahead

football authorities, improve

preliminary report that not only

of the final report. The Review’s

equality and diversity in the game

has the evidence been led by fans

final recommendations will be

and provide supporter groups

but also that those fan voices

published in the Autumn.

with a ‘golden share’ in their clubs

have been heeded.

to veto some decisions.

“We will continue to play a
“FSA members have played a vital

constructive role in the work

These reforms would also be

role in this process and we’d like

of the review in fleshing out

coupled with significant changes

to thank them for their continued

the details of the interim

to the game’s financial distribution

effort and support.

proposals,” Kevin said. “Their full

and how it currently shares

implementation could be a huge

wealth from top-to-bottom – the

“Supporter groups at more than

step to secure a sustainable

recommendations would see an

130 clubs have given evidence

future for our clubs, the

end to parachute payments and

and many of the recurring

communities around them,

replace them with more equitable

themes are reflected in the

and the wider game.”

distribution.

preliminary recommendations.
The commitment to the

The panel has heard more than

establishment of a new

100 hours of oral evidence from

independent regulator for English

fan groups, leagues, the FA, clubs

football is especially welcome.
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Read Tracey Crouch’s interim
report (22nd July 2021):

bit.ly/FLR-Interim

THE FSA
PROPOSALS COVER:
• The role of club owners as

• Club boards to incorporate

• The need to share football

temporary custodians of clubs,

independent non-executive

income, notably from TV rights,

which are community assets

directors and supporter

more fairly across the pyramid,

of great value to millions of

representatives – as well the

reducing the gulf between

supporters across the country;

boards of the FA, Premier League,

leagues, and the necessity of

A proposed new club-licensing

EFL, National League and other

abandoning parachute payments;

system with revised and

significant football bodies;

strengthened owners and
directors tests;
• The creation of an independent
Regulator for English Football

• Better control of clubs’ finances,
• Clearer, more comprehensive and

unaffordable spending, with real

structured supporter engagement

time reporting and control;

at club and national level;

(the REF) to administer the
licensing system and to set and

eliminating massive debts and

properly enforced standards for

• New measures to protect football
• Proposals to safeguard key

grounds and other club assets,

enforce regulations and maintain

aspects off the game, such as:

including a right for supporters to

oversight of the football pyramid;

pyramid structure of leagues,

buy grounds under threat.

promotion and relegation, cup
• New rules on club ownership

competitions, reserve weekends

including a golden share scheme

for domestic competitions,

to give fans a veto over certain

protection of young players’

major decisions and rights for

rights and ideas, proposals to

fans to buy shares in their club;

tackle agents’ conflicts of interest

Download our full
evidence submission:

bit.ly/FSA-FLR

and exorbitant fees;
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RETURN TO FOOTBALL
CLUBS & FANS SEE
SENSE OVER REFUNDS
As the final games of the behind-

December 2020. Even by the summer

the Owls by fed-up fans to get back

closed-doors season came to a close,

of 2021, refunds were still being

what they are owed – all of which were

supporters at most clubs were satisfied

processed by the north east club.

uncontested by the club.

In the Championship, the picture at

The FSA has sought legal advice from

with the refunds offered for the games
they were forced to miss.

Sheffield Wednesday was even worse as

our partners at Gateley solicitors

The overwhelming majority of clubs

supporters had to take the club to the

who confirmed that tickets sold for

offered their fans full refunds on tickets

small claims courts to see any of their lost

cancelled fixtures should be refunded

and season tickets, pro-rata refunds or

season ticket money back, having waited

in full for matchday tickets or on a pro-

credit offers to take up when football

more than 12 months for their refunds.

rata basis to season ticket holders.

resumed with crowds this season.
The club refused to provide refunds for

Gateley says that supporters will

However, despite the mostly positive

2020-21 season tickets, instead offering

be able to recover a proportionate

picture there were a few outliers. In

ticket credit, claiming “the severe impact

value of their season ticket costs to

the Premier League, it was Newcastle

of COVID-19” left them unable to pay

take account of matches that have

United who took the wooden spoon

out. However, three successful civil

been played behind closed doors or

by delaying issuing refunds to fans until

money claims were brought against

cancelled entirely.
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Selhurst Park Queue © @MattWoosnam

Anfield Queues © @SpiritofShankly

Anfield-Queues © @CasperoBull

London Stadium Queues © @PaulDWB

DIGITAL-TICKETING:
PAIN POINTS

WHAT DOES
THE FSA THINK?

The start of the 2021-22 Premier League season was marred

Currently the FSA does not have any position on NFC

by significant queues outside turnstiles and problems

ticketing other than all supporters should be able to get

accessing numerous grounds where clubs have switched to

into the ground easily and efficiently. We expect clubs to

digital-only ticketing.

be able to deliver that as a bare minimum regardless of

Large queues were seen at Anfield for Liverpool’s opening
home games as the club’s new digital ticketing system failed
to get supporters into the ground smoothly.
Similarly, chaotic scenes were reported at Selhurst Park, St
Mary’s and at the London Stadium with significant numbers
of fans missing kick-off as a result.

the system they use.
Unfortunately, to the predictable frustration of fans,
what we’ve seen so far of digital-only systems shows
that isn’t happening.
It’s also important clubs have systems in place for
fans who do not or can not use smart phones. We

Many of these games shared common themes including:

understand this will be the case but it’s very important

turnstile readers failing to scan supporters’ NFC tickets or

that this is delivered.

QR codes properly causing backlogs; turnstiles reacting
slowly to successful scans; and stewards unable to assist fans

This is something the FSA will continue to monitor and

who failed to get through the check.

work with our fan groups at club level to address.

Supporters unable to get their digital tickets working at the

We will share that information among our members and

turnstiles faced lengthy waits at matchday ticket offices to

report it back to the leagues if there are problems that

try and get their issues resolved.

need addressing.

DIGITAL
TICKETING

The FSA will be monitoring the introduction of digital-only ticketing systems in
the EFL too – if you have experiences you’d like to share, get in touch with us via

info@thefsa.org.uk
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VAR

The interests of the matchgoing supporter are what drives the FSA
- yet it’s very unusual for us to get involved in matters on the field.
From football governance to ticket

were made [at Anfield] and a lack of

actions and changes to improve the

prices, standing to supporter

communication in relaying information

experience of matchgoing supporters”

engagement, we have strong views.

to matchgoers.”

and was tasked with consulting the

But it isn’t the FSA’s place to say

FSA’s membership and delivering

who should be playing left back for

In March 2018 we raised the issue

your team.

directly with the then Premier League

recommendations by Easter 2021.

chief executive Richard Scudamore

The second motion called for an

However, a notable exception to that

who said “in principle” he thought VAR

opening up of “regular two-way

norm is the issue of VAR and, more

was a good idea and, in October 2018,

communication” between the FSA and

precisely, how its use has changed

he told us VAR would be introduced in

the Professional Game Match Officials

matchdays for those in the stadium.

2019-20.

Limited (PGMOL) board to discuss
VAR and in-stadia communication. This

The technology was initially introduced

From the outset we pointed out the

process has started, and fan groups

into domestic football via the League

concerns of matchgoers about in-

have met with referees’ chief Mike

Cup and FA Cup in 2017-18. An FA Cup

stadia communication, as we have

Riley, and we aim to establish a more

fourth round tie between Liverpool and

different experiences and needs to

formalised process for this in future.

West Bromwich Albion was an early

those who only watch football on

indication of what was to come.

TV. But the implementation was so

VAR isn’t going away anytime soon

bad that, come December 2020, two

and the FSA is fully committed to

We backed goal-line technology

different motions relating to VAR were

improving matchdays for supporters

“providing the results were

passed at the FSA AGM.

inside the stadiums. It’s expected that

instantaneous and didn’t break the

our AGM 2021 will receive a number

flow of the game” but said “there was

The first called for a fan-led VAR

of motions relating to the VAR survey

a lack of clarity about how decisions

working group “to identify specific

which will inform our future campaign work.
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SURVEY: FANS SAY THEY WILL ATTEND
FEWER GAMES BECAUSE OF VAR

WHAT DID MIKE RILEY
TELL FANS?

In June 2021 we released the largest survey of its kind on VAR with

In February 2021 FSA member

33,000 supporters polled and all-day coverage on Sky Sports News.

groups and Mike Riley met

The results were stark. 95% of those who had experienced VAR in-

to discuss VAR and provided

stadium and 94% who had watched matches on TV said that VAR had

a detailed breakdown of the

made watching football less enjoyable.

Premier League’s VAR
process, remit and argued

The removal of spontaneous goal celebrations was a concern for 95%

that it might take years to

of fans while 91% of matchgoers felt decisions were not resolved in a

“harness the benefits,

reasonable amount of time.

minimise the downsides”.

Taking everything into consideration only 26% of respondents said they

PGMOL claims VAR corrected

backed VAR. FSA vice-chair Tom Greatrex called for “urgent

more than 100 ‘Key Match

steps to improve a system that isn’t delivering clear and understandable

Incidents’ and increased the

decisions in stadiums.”

accuracy of decisions from
82% to 95% - “a significant

Fans are not anti-technology, as evidenced by the fact 97% backed

improvement that couldn’t be

goal-line sensors, which provide near instantaneous results. It’s the

achieved just with humans on

delays and lack of clarity we can’t stand.

the field of play”.
Riley pointed to improvements
in the big screen messages

KEY STATS:
77%

said referees
needed to be

allowed to explain VAR decisions

which now include more
information on what VAR is

More than half of those who
responded were season ticket
holders or regular matchgoers

looking at. PGMOL said VAR
interventions still compared
favourably to delays caused by

13%

substitutions, goal celebrations
Only 13% of fans

and injuries.

believe that VAR has

improved the overall accuracy of

He told supporters that the

to those in the stadium.

refereeing decisions.

worldwide VAR protocol

78%

4%

felt other sports
are better suited

to the use of video referees/umpires than football.

is administered by FIFA –
Just 4% of fans think

something which Riley said

VAR has had a positive

limits what English football can

impact on the team they support,

do with its use of VAR.

78% think it’s been more negative.

97%

backed goal-line
technology, which

provides near instantaneous results.

Dialogue with PGMOL has now been established and FSA reps will continue to represent fans’ views on VAR
in the hope of improving the system for the benefit of matchgoers, TV viewers and players.
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BROADCAST

In seasons past, one

of the biggest sources of

complaints to the FSA’s public
inbox was the total disregard
the leagues and broadcasters
had for match-going fans
when scheduling games.

While the pandemic brought some

TV RULES

Before the start of the season the

games were moved for TV. The

Premier League publishes a list of dates

number of alterations drew some fierce

whereby they’ll announce upcoming TV

criticism from Leeds United Supporters’

fixture changes. And, to no-one’s great

Trust (LUST).

surprise, they aren’t meeting their own
targets.

LUST’s Adam Willerton told the
Yorkshire Evening Post: “The end of the

With neither clubs, the Premier League

year is a notoriously difficult time for

or broadcasters stepping up to take

broadcasters and the Premier League

responsibility for the delays, the FSA

to agree fixture changes, however

has been pushing the powers-that-be

with little to no communication

for answers.

when deadlines are missed, added to

respite from TV’s interference in the

excessive and inconvenient changes,

football calendar fans are once again

In September, the FSA and supporter

it’s easy to see why fans believe they

familiarising themselves with the lack of

representatives from across the

are simply props in a very expensive

3pm kick-offs and late fixture moves.

Premier League met with its chief

television show.”

executive Richard Masters to discuss
In the latest TV package, more than half

issues impacting fans - and the TV

In that meeting with fans, Masters

of the Premier League’s 380 games are

picks were a hot topic.

also promised greater communication

moved from the traditional Saturday
afternoon slot for TV broadcast.

with supporters if delays to the
Masters apologised to supporter reps

announcements were likely, but

for the delay to this year’s festive TV

supporters were left pretty much in the

Similarly, Sky Sport’s five year deal with

selections and said the league would

dark as to which fixtures caused the

the EFL sees 138 games moved for

be working harder to make sure their

delay and exactly why.

broadcast, with the option to increase

target for the December selections was

that to 158 in the final two years of the

met. Spoiler: it wasn’t.

contract.

It all sounds too familiar. The minutes
from our meeting with the Premier

Those festive TV picks eventually

League back in November 2019 show

This all adds up to a boatload of

arrived one week late and brought

a season with multiple delays to fixture

inconvenience for fans trying to plan

more controversy as fans scrambled

changes. At the time Premier League

their travel to games - more time off

to arrange travel to their new fixture

executives told fans that they would

work, bookings cancelled, deposits lost,

dates. Leeds United were one of the

“take the criticism onboard” and “look

and travel during unsociable hours.

hardest hit as seven of their December

at their comms strategy again”.
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WOMEN’S GAME
Earlier this year the BBC and Sky

game, Kelly Simmons, called the

We know all-too-well from the men’s

Sports announced a new deal with the

deal “transformational”.

game that once clubs get a taste of

FA which sees more women’s football

that TV money, they’re happy to sell

on TV than ever before - and a great

While investment is critical, supporters’

out their own fans. Repeatedly.

deal of access to highlights and live

groups are well aware of the challenges

games via the FA Player app.

it brings too. More eyeballs are

Supporters from the Women’s Network

welcome but can those TV viewers

have been in touch with the Premier

More than sixty games will be

be converted into matchgoers? What

League Network to hear about their

broadcast live per season on TV thanks

is the balance to be struck between

experiences over the past six or seven

to the £7m deal. Revenues are key to

maximising broadcast deals but

years. A balance is needed between

growing the women’s game and FA

ensuring match-going fans don’t pay

accepting broadcast investment while

director of the women’s professional

the price for that.

protecting the match-going fan’s interests.

AND A WORD OF THANKS...
Cracking the TV nut is,
without doubt, one of the
most challenging issues
when it comes to improving
things for matchgoers.
Clubs are so reliant on TV’s
billions that they almost
always put it first - and that
includes making life more
difficult for their own fans
with kick-offs around
the clock.

One of the FSA’s most committed

Sunday. The six-week notification

members to improving things

period itself can be put down

in that arena has been Kat Law

to supporter lobbying, although

(Tottenham Hotspur Supporters’

we’ve always argued it should be

Trust) who has for many years

three months so that cheap rail

fiercely lobbied the Premier

tickets are available.

League, Sky Sports, BT Sport and
others. Kat has decided to step

More recently Kat helped lead the

down from the FSA’s National

FSA’s response to last season’s

Council, although we hope she

pay-per-view debaclé when

still offers her expertise when

Premier League games were set

it counts.

at a scandalous £14.95 as well as
the #LetUsWatch campaign which

Thanks to work by Kat and others

ensured fans could watch their

on the TV Fixtures Working Group

teams while games were played

we’ve avoided games being played

out in empty stadiums.

at 11am or after 4.30pm on a

Cheers Kat!
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WOMEN’S GAME
100 YEARS SINCE FA BAN

FSA ACTIVITY 2021

On Boxing Day 1920 53,000 fans,

and an inadequate percentage devoted

with more supporters waiting outside,

to charitable objects.

packed into Goodison Park to watch
Preston’s Dick, Kerr Ladies FC (above)

“For these reasons the Council requests

take on St Helens Ladies. Rather than

the Clubs belonging to the Association

build on that popularity the FA chose,

refuse the use of their grounds for

within a year, to ban women’s football

such matches.”

from its clubs’ stadiums.
Skepticism that the FA’s motives might
The ban was overturned in 1971 which

not have been entirely pure seem well-

means this year is the centenary of

founded, with FJ Wall, secretary of the FA,

the initial ban and also marks 50 years

telling the London Evening News in 1921

since that ban was overturned.

that “certain men who had already done
very well out of women’s football were

But what was the FA’s reasoning for the

behind these objects and it was quite

ban? For that we have to look to the

clear that their object was personal gain.”

history books.

• A pair of pre-season friendlies
between community-owned
clubs – FC United v Clapton
CFC and Enfield v Grays –
involving both men’s teams
and women’s teams, at which
the FSA ran info stalls and
spoke to fans of all four clubs
about the history surrounding
the ban.
• Publicising a round-up of
books, plays, films and
performances which cover
the history of women’s
football, including the ban.

The prospect of the ban was trailed
• Celebrating the work of

The FA’s Consultative Committee

a fortnight before the FA Committee

Resolution (1921) said: “Complaints

meeting and received opposition from

our fan groups within the

having been made as to football being

many quarters, including Plymouth

women’s game.

played by women, Council felt impelled

Ladies captain Jessie Boultwood who

to express the strong opinion that the

said: “The controlling body of the FA

game of football is quite unsuitable for

are a hundred years behind the times

‘state of the nation’ style

females and should not be encouraged.

and their action is pure sex prejudice.

survey for all fans of the

Not one of our girls has felt any ill

women’s game, to find out

effects from participating in the game.”

how things stand in 2021.

“Complaints have also been made as

• Undertaking a comprehensive

to the conditions under which some
of the matches have been arranged

One hundred years later and

and played, and the appropriation

Boultwood’s worldview has won out

of receipts to other than charitable

– but there’s still a long way to go and

objects. The Council are further of the

that’s why the FSA ran a series of events

opinion that an excessive proportion of

this year to promote women’s football

the receipts are absorbed in expenses

and mark the two anniversaries.
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Contact:
deborah.dilworth@thefsa.org.uk
to find out more.

COUNCIL CULTURE
At our 2020 AGM the Women’s Game

“Representing the network is an honour

in this way. “Part of our role is to ensure

Network was officially adopted into

and a responsibility. There are so many

our National Council colleagues always

the FSA’s constitution, joining other

passionate fans who spend much time

remember to consider the women’s

networks in representing fans from the

and energy supporting the growth of the

game and it has been positive to see

Premier League down to non-league.

game and as network reps we have to

more inclusion of the women’s game in

make sure that is represented well to the

topics throughout the year,” said Jude.

As part of that process the new

wider council. We also have to ensure what

network needed representatives on our

we’re learning is passed back down to our

“I see it as critical that the women’s

National Council, and so with almost

network to help everyone as we grow.”

game is included in the FSA structure

a year under their belts we spoke with

especially now that the two top

two of them - Sian Wallis, from the

Jude agrees: “I am extremely proud to

divisions are included in the elite game

Proud Lilywhites, and Jude Morris-

be one of the inaugural council members

as set out by the FA.”

King from Manchester City Women FC

representing the Women’s Network.

Official Supporters Club – to find out

Sian, echoing that sentiment, said: “The

how their first year as elected network

“My first year on the National Council has

women’s game in its current form is still

representatives had gone.

flown by and it has given me a fascinating

young and the fan movement is really

insight as to how the FSA operates. Yes, it

just beginning, so we need to learn

“My first year on the National Council

has been challenging in places but, I have

from the other networks to ensure we

has been a steep learning curve, but it’s

‘virtually’ met some great people who are

grow in the right way.

been great to see some victories like

keen to support us.”

the safe standing campaign to show

“We also have a lot to bring to the

what is possible as we start on our

Both were keen to stress how important

table in new ideas and supporting

journey with the women’s game,”

it is that the FSA has made the move to

the organisation as it becomes more

Sian told us.

recognise women’s football officially

diverse and inclusive.”
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A LITTLE
UNDERSTANDING
In September Bristol City
became the latest club
to sign a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with
their supporters after
forming an agreement with
Bristol City Supporters
Club & Trust.
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The agreement, which also covers

their supporters’ trust and the first to

Bristol City Women, formalises the

distinctly include their women’s team in

commitment to dialogue between the

its scope.

club and its supporters’ trust. It also
commits the club to two fans forums

“This is a brilliant step forward not only

a year and guarantees that major

for the trust, who recently appointed

changes at the club, such as ground

two women’s game reps to their board,

moves, will be discussed with the trust.

but also for the club in recognising that
supporters of the women’s game are as

The FSA’s Deborah Dilworth, network

important and valued,” said Deborah.

manager for the EFL and women’s
game, said that Bristol City were the

“I hope this is the first of many MOUs in

twelfth club to sign an MOU with

relation to the women’s game.”

A NEW ERA
FOR BROADCASTING
In March the FA, Sky Sports and BBC

fixtures - while the BBC have also made

The impact of the TV deal on the

announced a landmark rights deal that

a commitment to broadcast 22 live

women’s game is something that

will see more live women’s football

games per season, with a minimum of

the FSA will be keeping a close eye

on TV than ever before, with a three-

18 matches on mainstream free-to-air

on, particularly regarding its impact

year agreement to broadcast the FA

channels, BBC One and BBC Two.

on matchgoing fans who are crucial

Women’s Super League with effect
from this season.

to the game’s long term success.
This is the first time that rights to the WSL
have been sold separately from the men’s

The agreement, reported to be worth

game, with clubs receiving a proportion

in excess of £7m a year, will see Sky

of the revenue. The FA says part of the

Sports show the top tier of women’s

income will also be distributed to clubs in

football for the first time with up to 44

the FA Women’s Championship to help

matches – two from each round of

aid their development.

If you’d like to get involved with our
emerging work in this area, contact
our Women’s Game Network manager,
Deborah Dilworth
deborah.dilworth@thefsa.org.uk
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FSA AWARDS 2020
Bruno Fernandes Player of the Year

In a year much-affected
by COVID, even the FSA
Awards in association
with BeGambleAware had
to adapt, and for the first
time ever they were held
entirely online.

Ian Wright TV/Radio Pundit Of The Year

to offer in a year when so many did

parcels… has just been phenomenal.

so much to support their fanbase

“I hope that when this pandemic is

and local communities during

over, that fans get the treatment they

the pandemic.

deserve and the respect they deserve.”

Henry Winter, accepting his award as

Marcus Rashford was a popular choice

Writer of the Year, paid tribute to the

for our Special Recognition award, but

importance of supporters.

there were winners at every level of the
game, from Premier League and WSL

“If any player, club, league, footballing

down to non-league.

authority or broadcaster questioned
the importance of fans, they won’t

Ian Wright, who won the Pundit of

now. And if any politician doubted

the Year award, described himself as

Manchester United’s Bruno Fernandes

the importance of you, the

“very humbled” after a “tough year”.

walked away with the Men’s Player

supporters, they won’t now.”
“To be able to talk about football, and

of the Year Award, while Arsenal’s
Vivianne Miedema made it back-to-

He also singled out the work of

for the fans to appreciate what you

back successes in the Women’s Player

fans, and our #LockdownHeroes

say and to vote for you means a lot,

of the Year category.

nominees, as well.

especially in these times when there’s

Elsewhere we had new awards in

“The work you’ve done in the

fantastic thing for me, I can’t tell you

the shape of our #LockdownHeroes,

communities raising funds, calling

how grateful I am, and humbled

honouring the best that football had

up people in isolation, delivering food

and honoured.”

instant criticism,” Wright said. “It’s a
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Henry Winter Writer of the Year

Vivianne Miedema Women’s Player of the Year

The full list of awards and winners from the
FSA Awards in association with BeGambleAware are:
MEN’S PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Bruno Fernandes (Man United)

WOMEN’S PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Vivianne Miedema (Arsenal)

CLUB PODCAST OF THE YEAR
The Squareball (Leeds United)

WRITER OF THE YEAR
Henry Winter

COMMENTATOR OF THE YEAR
Martin Tyler

FOOTBALL MEDIA OF THE YEAR
The Athletic

PODCAST OF THE YEAR
That Peter Crouch Podcast

FANS FOR DIVERSITY AWARD
Villa and Proud

FAN MEDIA OF THE YEAR
Arseblog (Arsenal)

TV/RADIO PUNDIT OF THE YEAR
Ian Wright

#LockdownHeroes
SPECIAL RECOGNITION

Marcus Rashford

PREMIER LEAGUE

Fans Supporting Foodbanks / #CharityNotPPV

CHAMPIONSHIP

Nottingham Forest Supporters’ Trust

LEAGUES ONE AND TWO

Dons Local Action Group (AFC Wimbledon)

NON-LEAGUE

Clapton Community FC

WOMEN’S GAME

Chelsea Women FC
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FANS FOR
DIVERSITY
BREAKING DOWN
BARRIERS
In its seventh year,
the Fans for Diversity
campaign has continued
to spread the good
word about diversity in
football and breaking
down barriers to
attending the live game.
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Running since 2014 in partnership

grow and connect supporters across

with Kick It Out, the Fans for Diversity

the country.

campaign aims to support and
empower people to enjoy a fantastic

“Despite the challenges, the fan groups

matchday experience – to overcome

involved in our Fans for Diversity campaign

exclusion or a perception of exclusion,

have done so well,” says Fans for Diversity

to engage clubs and other supporters

campaign manager Anwar Uddin.

to welcome those who might believe
football is for ‘them’ not ‘me’.

“They’ve been doing everything they can
while we’ve been locked out of football

Despite pandemic restrictions

from supporting local foodbanks to

remaining in place for a good portion

organising online social events and even

of 2021, the campaign has continued to

getting the FSA into e-sports.”

FANS FOR DIVERSITY
AWARD 2021

VILLA
& PROUD

At our special online awards back in

Villa & Proud were crowned worthy

“Our mission is to empower and build

March we once again celebrated the

winners of the Fans for Diversity

LGBT+ inclusion for fans, players and

work that fan groups do in the diversity

award in recognition of their excellent

staff of Aston Villa football club. Our

space up and down the pyramid.

work supporting LGBT+ fans during

ethos is that we are not LGBT exclusive,

lockdown football and the

we are everyone inclusive.

It was a strong shortlist as always as

COVID-19 pandemic.

Proud Baggies, Proud Lilywhites, Proud

“We want to say a massive thank you

Valiants, The Jack Leslie Campaign,

Villa & Proud founder Sam Timms said:

to everyone who nominated us, and

Villa and Proud and Villains Together

“It’s been an extremely difficult and

a huge thank you to Anwar for all the

were all nominated.

challenging year for everyone. From

support he’s provided us through the

our committee and our members one

Fans for Diversity campaign.”

thing we’ve done at Villa & Proud is
we’ve empowered and championed our
own mission.
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RAMADAN 2021
SAW A FIRST FOR
ENGLISH FOOTBALL:
A BREAK IN PLAY
TO ALLOW A
FOOTBALLER
TO BREAK
THEIR FAST.

RAMADAN
History was made back in April during

countries such as Turkey but it was a

Building on the idea of the Ramadan

the Leicester City and Crystal Palace

first for English football.

packs, the Fans for Diversity campaign

game at the King Power Stadium,

then funded their production at

when play was stopped to allow Foxes’

“Fasting is a challenge for athletes – for

Cambridge United with supporters

defender Wesley Fofana to break his

the captains to show that awareness

taking the lead.

Ramadan fast during the game.

and understanding is very impressive.”
“One thing the pandemic has taught

During Ramadan many Muslims,

As Muslim players become more visible

us is that we need to look out for one

including professional footballers,

and the issues around fasting come

another,” said Cambridge Fans United

abstain from food and drink in daylight

to the fore, Ramadan has seen also

(CFU). “It is really important that we

hours, and the pause in play allowed

supporters step in to the discussion.

build closer relationships with everyone

Fofana to take in some liquids on the
touchline before returning to play.

locally. Football provides a unique
This year, the Fans for Diversity

opportunity. It can unite people from

campaign has been supporting the

all backgrounds.”

Fofana later thanked both sides for

work of Nujum Sports, a not-for-profit

agreeing to the break in the captain’s

organisation that helps professional

Working with the club’s supporter

meeting prior to the game.

athletes through Ramadan. Led

liaison officer Dave Matthews, CFU

by Ebadur Rahman, Nujum Sports

used the Nujum Sports Ramadan packs

“It was a great moment,” Anwar

distributed Ramadan packs to 72

as a means of introducing themselves

said. “Stopping play is common

professional clubs and 200

to the city’s newly-built mosque and

in professional leagues in Muslim

Muslim players.

growing Muslim community.
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FAN-LED REVIEW
Back in June, supporter representatives

it serves so we wanted to talk to the

are doing sterling work at their clubs

from the Fans for Diversity network

review about how an independent

and in their communities working

met the Government’s Fan-led Review

regulator can help change that.”

towards positive change.

need to embed ‘equality, diversity and

Representatives told the panel about

“These fans and many others are

inclusion’ (EDI) into future reforms of

how robust EDI practices should be put

leading the way in regards to inclusion.

the game.

in place across clubs and governing

They do this alongside their jobs and

bodies – with fans at the heart of

other responsibilities which goes

that work.

to show with passion, support and

of football governance to discuss the

The chair, Tracey Crouch MP, and the
rest of the panel heard from a number

direction a lot can be achieved.”

of supporters from the Fans for

Reporting processes were also an

Diversity Network about the big issues

important point of discussion for

they face and how future reforms could

the network representatives as

make football more representative.

was the under-representation of
ethnically diverse communities,

“There’s a perception of what or who a

women and LGBT+ figures across

football fan is, but football is changing

the game’s leadership.

and moving,” Chris Paouros said.
Anwar said: “I felt a sense of pride
“We know that football isn’t reflective

bringing the Fans for Diversity network

of society or even the communities

to this session, a group of fans who

“There’s a perception
of what or who a football
fan is, but football is
changing and moving.”
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MY CLUB, MY SHIRT - CELEBRATING
FANS FROM ALL WALKS OF LIFE
This year one of the FSA’s
and Kick It Out’s joint
projects took a more
creative look at the issue
of diversity in football: a
photo portrait initiative
called ‘My Club, My Shirt’.
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Beginning at Cardiff City, the project was

Yusuf set about capturing portraits

the brainchild of photographer Yusuf

of more than two dozen fans from a

Ismail and its aim was simply to celebrate

variety of backgrounds throughout

the diversity of the club’s fanbase and

the city. These were displayed as

the role of the club in the city.

posters on matchdays over the period
of two months – and culminated

“I remember telling Anwar about my

in a COVID-safe exhibition held at

initial idea and feeling a little hesitant

Cardiff Cathedral during Black

that we could execute what we had in

History Month 2020.

our head,” Yusuf said. “But Anwar gave
us the encouragement and support

“The main motivation was that we felt

that really fuelled us to jump into the

as football fans from Cardiff we have

project head first.”

never felt represented at the club,”

Yusuf said. “This work sheds a light on

Floyd, who is known for his portraits

Community Trust and Fans for

the incredible diversity of Cardiff, and the

of the rich and famous – including

Diversity to bolster the growing

rich cultural heritage that we possess.”

Vic Reeves, Gillian Anderson, Steve

‘My Club, My Shirt’ photo-library.

McQueen, Tom Hardy and many more
After Cardiff City, AFC Wimbledon

– took shots of 16 AFC Wimbledon fans

were the next club to pick up the

from a range of backgrounds and ages.

My Club, My Shirt format. The Dons
used the talents of world-renowned

Bristol Rovers were the third club

photographer Chris Floyd to capture

to get in on the act back in July.

some remarkable portraits from across

Captured by photographer Sophie

the supporter base as they started

Cook, the Gas fan portraits were

their second season at the rebuilt

created in conjunction between

Plough Lane.

the football club, Bristol Rovers

“The main motivation
was that we felt as football
fans from Cardiff we have
never felt represented
at the club.”
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#StopOnlineAbuse

Back in April, the FSA
joined major players in
English football by taking
part in a social media
boycott to demand an end
to online abuse.
The boycott took place over an entire
match weekend from Friday 30th April
to Monday 3rd May to demonstrate
collective anger at the constant abuse
on social media received by footballers
and others in the game.
Throughout 2021 there have been
countless incidents of players and
supporters receiving discriminatory
abuse on the major social media
platforms and the football-wide
blackout called on Twitter and
Facebook, primarily, to do more to
protect users.
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#StopOnlineAbuse what did we call for?
• Apply preventative filtering
and blocking measures to stop
discriminatory abuse being
sent or seen.
• Be accountable for safety on
platforms and protect users
by implementing effective
verification.
• Ensure real-life consequences
for online discriminatory
abuse: ban perpetrators, stop
account re-registration and
support law enforcement.

• A warning message to be
displayed if a user writes an
abusive message and need to
enter personal data if they
wish to send the message.
• Platforms to have robust,
reliable and quick measures
in place if abusive material is
sent or posted.
• Transparent quarterly
reports on the work social
media companies are doing,
internally and externally,
to eradicate abuse on their
platforms.

ONLINE SAFETY BILL
Along with calling out these multi-

efforts to stamp out online hate and

disgusting abuse when they are

billion dollar companies for their lack

discrimination. Much media attention

doing nothing more than trying to

of action on abusive posts, the boycott

has rightly focused on the vile abuse

represent their supporter base. It’s

also urged the UK Government to

aimed at players, managers and

a threat to the very existence of

ensure its Online Safety Bill will bring

journalists in the men’s and women’s

supporter organisations who are run

in strong legislation to make social

game and we see that aimed at fan

by volunteers in their spare time. As

media companies more accountable

groups too. It has to stop.

fans we stand with players, managers,

for what happens on their platforms.

referees and all in the game in calling

Our chief executive Kevin Miles said:

“Many of our most active fan groups

for the social media companies to

“We are fully behind the game’s

tell us that they have received

step up.”

EURO2020 FINAL - NEW LOWS
Despite the success of the social media blackout, instances of
abuse kept rolling in and unfortunately it once again came to a
head during the men’s European Championship.
The most vitriolic and shockingly racist abuse was reserved for
three of England’s young black players - Jadon Sancho, Bukayo
Saka and Marcus Rashford - following their penalty misses against
Italy in the final at Wembley.
Police arrested 11 people in connection with the racial abuse of
the England players following their investigations after the game.
The age of those arrested so far ranges from 18 to 63. Three live
in London and two in Christchurch, Dorset. The others are from
Runcorn, Cheshire; Sale, Greater Manchester; Folkestone, Kent;
Reading; Shrewsbury and Worcester.
Prosecutors were able to secure convictions against some of those
arrested, even in a few instances resulting in custodial sentences.
Online abuse doesn’t show any signs of going away soon, but it’s

@bukayosaka87

clear that fans and players are rapidly losing patience with social
media companies. Enough is enough.
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INTERNATIONAL
EURO 2020

THE RETURN OF FANS

Euro 2020 was,
by any measure,
an extraordinary
tournament.

For many, Euro 2020 marked the first

the first tournament since the 1980s for

time they had been in a stadium for

which England qualified at which there

well over a year. As the tournament

wasn’t an FSA Fans’ Embassy.

Taking place across 11 venues in the

progressed and government
restrictions were lifted in England,

For our friends at FSA Cymru,

capacities increased, as did the sense

however, things were not quite as

of excitement, as more and more were

straightforward. Wales’ path through

able to cheer on Gareth Southgate’s

the tournament saw them play two

players on their route to the final.

games in Baku, followed by fixtures in

middle of a pandemic and kicking

Rome and Amsterdam.

off 12 months after it had been due

Quite apart from the disappointment

to start, with games having to be

on the pitch, the scenes around

While there were no in-person services

swapped between host cities and

Wembley stadium in the build-up to

from the Fans’ Embassy team, FSA

with another dropping out entirely,

the game were just as troubling. These

Cymru produced digital guides for

there were any number of hurdles for

events are the subject of both an FA

the few hundred fans who managed

players, administrators and fans alike to

and a UEFA investigation, and we await

to overcome the hassles of visas, PCR

overcome.

the findings of those.

tests and quarantine to support their

Matters on the pitch were no less

For England fans, barring a single

for the second European Championship

extraordinary, from the collapse of

fixture against Ukraine in Rome, it was

in a row.

Denmark’s Christian Eriksen in the

to all intents and purposes a home

tournament’s third game, via some

tournament, with all their games taking

Our colleagues at Football Supporters

incredible knock-out matches, to

place at the Wembley.

Europe, meanwhile, kept fans informed

side, who made the knockout stages

the high of England’s first major

of what was going on at all 11 venues

tournament final in 55 years, and its

With government restrictions meaning

with online guides and social media

subsequent penalty heartbreak. Euro

that no fans could travel from England

updates on travel restrictions,

2020 will not be quickly forgotten.

to Italy for the Ukraine game, this was

tournament rules and ticket updates.
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THE RETURN OF
TRAVELLING FANS
With away fans having been prohibited
for nearly two years, the autumn
internationals due to take place at the
time of writing marked our first proper
Fans’ Embassies since 2019. England
travel to Andorra, while guides to
Prague and Tallinn have been produced
by FSA Cymru to support travelling
Wales supporters, as the qualification
process for the Qatar World Cup draws
to a close.
As we get used to getting back to
normal, we must keep one eye on the
year ahead.
We have already begun our
preparations for the Women’s
European Championship in 2022,
due to be played across ten different
venues in England throughout July.
There’s also the small matter of the
first ever winter World Cup and all the
associated issues that brings. England’s
World Cup presence looks very likely
and Wales are still in the hunt. It could
be the FSA’s busiest ever year on the
international front.
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#TerraceTalk

Attending live football at your
club is a social experience.
Clubs are often the centre of
our communities, bringing
thousands of people with a
common interest together
on a regular basis.
It’s a shared experience and that’s

“It felt like an important moment to

connections alive - that’s what makes

establish and develop supporter-led

being part of the football family great.”

work on a national level around mental

The FSA held two #TerraceTalk panel

health. #TerraceTalk encourages fans

discussions, with one run during Mental

to keep an eye out for each other and

Health Week in May. An eclectic group

check in on a friend or fellow supporter

of panelists joined those discussions,

you’d normally see at the match.”

including players, referees, coaches and
even a TV soap star.

Supported by the EFL and Mind’s ‘On
Your Side’ partnership, #TerraceTalk

They were joined by hundreds of

complements existing initiatives

supporters’ group members and

in football.

individual fans who all contributed to
two excellent sessions and chimed

before you factor in the journey to the
ground, home or away trips and pre-

Much of the planning and preparation

in with key messages – that it’s okay

match rituals you didn’t even realise

for the launch of this campaign

not to be okay, it’s good to talk about

you’d developed, until it was

has been carried out by supporter

mental health and there are many ways

taken away.

representatives from the FSA’s EFL

to get support.

Network who aimed to raise awareness
In February 2021, following a call from

of critical mental health issues and

Online resources and a social media

fan representatives across the EFL,

deliver initiatives at club level.

toolkit are available for supporter
organisations to download and use on

the FSA launched #TerraceTalk – a
supporter-led mental health initiative.
#TerraceTalk aims to encourage open

The FSA would like to thank the

their channels to spread the message

supporters who have helped us

to their own members.

shape the campaign.

and honest conversations about mental
health and prompt supporters who

One of those fan representatives

need them to seek out mental health

who helped establish the campaign

support services.

was Gemma Teale, from Brentford
Independent Association of

A central theme of #TerraceTalk is to

Supporters and LGBeeT.

recognise the social value that the
matchday routine provides to fans up

“Mental health is important to us all,”

and down the country. It’s something

she said. “Especially at a time when

we all lost during lockdown.

so many of the ways we look after
ourselves haven’t been available, we

“The pandemic, and lack of in-person

need to talk and support one another.

football, has had a serious impact
on our collective mental health,”

“While we weren’t on the terraces

said Deborah Dilworth, FSA

last season we still made we had

network manager.

our #TerraceTalk and kept those
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If you would like to know more
about #TerraceTalk or your
supporter organisation would like
to get involved with the campaign,
email info@thefsa.org.uk

The FSA would like to thank MIND for all of their support in developing
#TerraceTalk, including providing training to all of the FSA staff team.
Do you need support?
Age UK

Mental Health First Aid

Samaritans

ageuk.org.uk

mhfaengland.org (England)

samaritans.org

0800 678 1602
8am-7pm

Alcoholics Anonymous

Mental Health First Aid
mhfawales.org (Wales)

alcoholics-anonymous.org.uk

Mental Health Matters

0800 9177 650

mhm.org.uk

Andy’s Man Club

National Domestic
Abuse Helpline

andysmanclub.co.uk

CALMzone
thecalmzone.net
0800 585858

Childline
childline.org.uk
0800 1111

nationaldahelpline.org.uk

116 123 call any time for free

SHOUT 85258
a text-only 24-hour confidential mental
health support service – text 85258

SEED
specialise in supporting those with
eating disorders & associated mental
health issues.

0808 2000 247

seedeatingdisorders.org.uk

BeGambleAware

or email: @seedeatingdisorders.org.uk

begambleaware.org

For medical advice call
the NHS on 111

0808 8020 133

rehab4addiction

01482 718130

rehab4addiction.co.uk
0800 140 4690
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COMMUNITY OWNED
CLUBS / NON-LEAGUE
FUNDING ROW

NULL AND VOID. AGAIN.

In what was a difficult season for clubs

After a wide-ranging consultation to

management of the COVID crisis.

and leagues at all levels, the National

which more than 95% of the 800+

The vote was unsuccessful, and in its

League eventually agreed to restart

clubs who make up Steps 3-6 of the

aftermath the league has made steps

its North and South divisions in the

non-league game responded, the FA

towards reviewing and amending its

autumn of 2020 with the promise of

confirmed that the football season at

board structure and voting rights

grant funding being made available to

these levels would cease in

that were the cause of much of the

clubs to make up the shortfall from the

February 2020.

problem. Whether these changes

lack of spectators.

prevent future fallouts remains to
Around the same time clubs in the

The league swiftly came under pressure

National League voted to curtail the

from clubs and fans alike after what

season in its North and South divisions

was seen as a deeply unsatisfactory

but to keep matches going at the

process in allocating the funds.

top level to ensure there would be

Having required detailed figures

promotion to the EFL, albeit without

from each of its member clubs on

relegation. This decision was not

historical attendances and projected

universally welcomed.

income shortfalls the funding that was
ultimately supplied was largely a flat-

A group of clubs took legal action

rate to each club, with a small bump

against the National League, and also

to a handful of the larger clubs in

separately petitioned the FA to set up

each division.

an alternative competition which would
allow around 16 clubs from both North

The row led to calls for National League

and South divisions who wished to

chairman Brian Barwick to resign, and

continue the 2019-20 season to fight

while the league launched a review

for promotion to the National League,

chaired by former FA boss David

using a hybrid points-per-game system

Bernstein they neither published the

taking into account the matches

recommendations nor communicated

already played.

them to clubs, which led to Bernstein
writing an open letter criticising the

The FA rejected the request, and the

league for its conduct.

subsequent fallout from the curtailed
season, allied with the funding and

Compounding the problems, in early

governance issues highlighted by

December the National League

COVID, led to two clubs calling for an

announced the departure of its chief

Extraordinary General Meeting of the

executive, Michael Tattersall, who left at

National League. They tabled a vote

the end of 2020.

of no confidence in the Board for their
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be seen.

RESTRUCTURE

iRAMA

The long-proposed restructure

Putting the work of the Fan-led Review

who owns our football stadiums. This

of the non-league pyramid –

into sharp focus, one of the most

could head off potential issues such

to actually turn it into more

concerning cases in the past 12 months

as those experienced at Abingdon,

of a pyramid than a lopsided

regards the activity of a property

Brighouse and Whyteleafe.

polygon – has finally gone

company called iRama, and their role

ahead, having been postponed

in the demise of three sides this close

from the end of the incomplete

season: Abingdon Town, Brighouse

2019-20 season.

Town and Whyteleafe.

The restructure involved
creating a new league at Step
4, to be run by the Northern
Premier League, and two
new leagues at Step 5, while
reducing the number of leagues
at Step 6 to 17.

All three clubs were unable to reach
satisfactory rental agreements with their
new landlords, who had bought the
clubs’ stadiums in recent years, and so
resigned from their respective leagues
on the eve of the 2020-21 season.

While most clubs either stayed

The iRama situation raises a very

put or were promoted, there

real example of the issues around

was also a small amount of

the protection of football assets and

sideways movement and

the need for proper oversight of

league-shuffling of clubs to

ground purchases that members of

balance the geography and

the FSA’s National Game Network

reduce travel distances where

made to the Fan-led Review panel

possible.

earlier in the summer.

The new structure has
been broadly welcomed –
unsurprising, perhaps, when 110
clubs have been promoted –
and has come into place for the
2020-21 season.

The FSA has taken this issue to the
Alliance Committee of the FA, and we
are pushing for more to be done to
help community football assets. We
want to see a register which would
require formal consent from the FA
for the sale or transfer of footballing
assets, to help keep better track of
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George Best turned out for Dunstable Town in the 1970s

A NEW SENSE
OF COMMUNITY
The number of community-owned
clubs continues to grow, as fans
see the value of sustainable
ownership with the interests of
the fanbase and the community
at the heart of clubs.

“Once people understand the

club’s existence dangling by a thread.

predicament the club faced, they

And sometimes, as in the mid 1990’s,

appreciate that we could either have

the loss of the club itself.

gone down the route of community
ownership, or turned the lights off,

“We launched the CBS ‘softly’ in early

locked the door, put the ‘Closed’ sign

August and within a matter of days had

up and handed back the keys.

attracted more than 50 owners. My
pre-launch conservative target was to

“There may not have been one single

have 50 owners by Christmas.

One such club who joined our ranks

recent ‘crisis’ that led the club’s

earlier this year are Dunstable Town of

members to vote unanimously to

“For our members, CBS was all about

the Spartan South Midlands League.

re-structure as a Community Benefit

providing a sustainable future for the

Society (CBS), although the impact

club. We have a bedrock of support

We spoke to Andrew Madaras, chair

of COVID and the loss of 90% of our

who are not willing to throw in

of Dunstable Town, to find out more

commercial sponsorship and the

the towel.”

about their progression into community

50% reduction in FA competitions

ownership.

prize money made the gentle guiding

Montpelier Villa FC of the Southern

hand on the back evolve into a pretty

Combination Division One have also

firm push.

joined the ranks of community-owned

“When I talk to supporters and
prospective sponsors and explain our

clubs this season, and we wish both

journey into becoming a community

“Our history has had lots of money men

owned club I always start with the

who undoubtedly meant well, but their

“Why?” question first.

inevitable departures have led to the
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teams all the best on their journeys.

SHARE AND
SHARE ALIKE

DARLINGTON FC
COMMUNITY SHARES

Exeter City, the fan-owned club who

FSA vice chair Tom Greatrex said:

Community shares are available to

were saved by their supporters in 2003,

“The next time somebody claims

Community Benefit Societies, such

have repaid the long-term interest

sustainability in football is impossible,

as supporters’ trusts and fan-owned

free loan provided by the Exeter City

I’ll point them in the direction of Exeter

clubs, and are a great way to raise

Supporters’ Trust (ECST).

City where supporters have helped

money while protecting the democratic

create a thriving community-club with

structure of a club or trust.

Following ECST’s recent AGM, the club

a very competitive team on the pitch.”

and trust boards agreed on the final

Darlington FC have successfully run

repayment of that loan – a total of

The trust said a proportion of the

two rounds of Community Share Offers

£830,058.

money will be invested; all funds,

to their fans in recent years. The first

including investments, will continue to

offer raised funds to complete the

be available for capital expenditure and

move back to Darlington at Blackwell

projects to enhance the potential of

Meadows; the second was to build an

the League Two club and the supporter

extension to the seated stand at the

experience.

ground, and together the club raised

“This is essentially about good
governance and allows both the
club and trust boards to make
sensible, strategic choices for
the next phase of the trust’s
ownership of the club.”

almost a quarter of a million pounds
The club and trust boards said: “This is

from the local community.

essentially about good governance and
allows both the club and trust boards

This year marked the maturation of

to make sensible, strategic choices for

the community share scheme, and

the next phase of the trust’s ownership

Darlington became the first club to

of the club.”

have run such a scheme who were in a
position to offer their investors a return
of their capital. We worked with the
trust to draft the withdrawal agreement
and worked together on the process so
that returns could be delivered to those
who had supported the club.
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CASEWORK

POLICING BILL: PROTEST UNDER THREAT
There’s been lots of talk this
year about the controversial
Police, Crime, Sentencing and
Courts Bill currently making its
way through the House of
Lords having passed through
the Commons.
Download the FSA’s full evidence
submission to Parliament about
the Policing Bill here:
www.bit.ly/policing-bill

FSA caseworker Amanda Jacks has

The Bill, and its broad scope, could

been leading the FSA’s response to

have a serious impact on match-

the Bill and discussed it in detail in a

going fans and traditional supporter

blog we published on our site back

behaviour - such as moving in large

in April before we submitted formal

numbers from train stations, gathering

evidence to the Joint Committee on

at away fan pubs and even holding up

Human Rights.

bed sheets outside grounds.

“Unless the Bill is redrafted then we

More than 60,000 people signed a

could see this legislation being used

petition by campaign group Liberty

against fans on a matchday,”

calling on the Home Secretary and

Amanda said.

Secretary of State for Justice to scrap
the most damaging proposals within

“In its current form the Bill is

the Police, Crime, Sentencing and

exceptionally broad and applicable

Courts Bill.

in numerous instances such as fans
congregating outside a pub, jumping

Amanda said: “The protests against the

around and singing, perhaps blocking

European Super League would have

access to a bus stop or spilling out into

been covered by this Bill, and we could

the road.

have seen hundreds of football fans
arrested for taking to the streets as

“The police already have powers of

they did.

dispersal in a range of circumstances
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but it is deeply concerning to imagine

“Every fan protest of note involves

that annoying or inconveniencing

annoying someone and would therefore

people could, effectively, become a

leave supporters open to likely arrest

criminal offence.”

and up to ten years in prison.”

ALCOHOL IN THE STANDS
Match going fans are well aware that

adult responsibility to drink sensibly and

football’s alcohol laws, and the absurdities

safely was conferred on football fans, as it

they produce, are far more restrictive

is on those who watch other sports.

than any other major pastime in the UK.
“It’s something we’re keen to see trialled.
But the ban on drinking in sight of the

The reality is it will help improve the

pitch could be coming to an end as

fan experience,” he said. “This will be

the head of the Fan-led Review, Tracey

an opportunity to get people into the

Crouch MP, proposed pilots to lift the ban

stadiums earlier, potentially keeping them

in the National League and League Two.

there a little bit longer after the game, and

“It’s something we’re keen to see
trialled. The reality is it will help
improve the fan experience,” he
said. “This will be an opportunity
to get people into the stadiums
earlier, potentially keeping them
there a little bit longer after the
game, and allow them to be adults.”

allow them to be adults.”
Matchday alcohol sales in the lower
portion of the EFL and non-league

Having long campaigned for a review of

football are a huge part of clubs’ revenues

alcohol laws, the FSA would support a

- so much so that many clubs fear

pilot. Fans can be criminalised for drinking

promotion to the National League could

a pint in sight of the pitch at their team’s

put their viability as clubs under threat.

ground, yet if that stadium holds a music
concert or rugby match no such laws

Leyton Orient chief executive Danny

apply – that’s clearly unfair and change is

Macklin said it was way past time that

long overdue.

Need help? Contact the FSA’s
caseworker Amanda Jacks
Mobile: 07703 519555
Email:
amanda.jacks@thefsa.org.uk
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STAND UP FOR CHOICE
After more than three decades of

It’s then up to each club, in conjunction

thousands more who signed petitions,

campaigning the voices of football

with its local Safety Advisory Group

lobbied their MPs and held banners in

supporters have been heard and

(SAG), to decide what facilities suit

grounds. It’s a victory for us all.

standing areas will be possible in the

their needs. The FSA believes that

Premier League and Championship.

fans should be part of that process

Stand Up For Choice co-ordinator

and represented on local SAGs. The

Peter Daykin, said: “This finally brings

In last year’s Annual Review we

SGSA also supports our call for such

to an end the farcical situation in

reported that, “if it wasn’t for the

supporter engagement at a local level.

which fans at every ground continue to
stand in their thousands – often to the

consequences of a global pandemic we
would have seen independent research

There will be more work in future to

detriment of those who can’t or don’t

into standing at football carried out at

ensure clubs and SAGs do what should

want to stand behind them – but that

a number of clubs”.

be done but this is a huge milestone.

clubs can’t officially recognise or tackle

An achievement that many in football,

in a constructive, proactive way.”

Despite the problems COVID brought,

politics and the police told us would

the Government stuck by its manifesto

never happen.

Despite this victory, we won’t stop
talking about standing. It provides

to deliver standing areas while the
Sports Ground Safety Authority

While the current Stand Up For Choice

choice, drives the atmosphere in

(SGSA) continued to engage with clubs

moniker has seen this campaign over

stadiums and we will continue to

and fans.

the line, it’s probably best known

promote different types of standing

as the “Safe Standing Campaign”.

accommodation – rail seats, seats with

On 22nd September 2021 the SGSA

That campaign would not have been

barriers and licenced standing areas –

announced that, from 1st January 2022,

possible without the devotion of

which our members support and can

clubs in the top two tiers would be

dozens of key volunteers over the years

now enjoy at all levels of the game.

invited to apply to offer standing areas.

and the wider support of many tens of
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APPG
As well as offering a huge amount of

The panel also considered campaign

Football Club) and Anwar Uddin (Fans

political support around the Fan-led

priorities for supporter groups in the

for Diversity campaign manager at

Review, which is chaired by All Party

women’s game and asked difficult

the FSA).

Parliamentary Group (APPG) member

questions. Can fans fend off the hyper-

Tracey Crouch MP and covered

commercialisation which afflicts the

The panellists discussed their work

elsewhere in the Annual Review, the

men’s game? How do clubs grow the

on the football pitch, in supporter

APPG for Football Supporters also

TV audience without negative impact

groups and in Parliament, to combat

explored other areas of FSA activity.

on fixture timings and matchgoers?

discrimination and promote the

On Tuesday 27th April “Fan activism

On Thursday 13th May the APPG

and the women’s game” was under

also hosted “Promoting LGBT+

discussion with contributions from

representation and combatting

It was followed by a Q&A session with

APPG MPs plus guest speakers D-M

discrimination in football” which

MPs, peers and FSA members which

Withers (Bristol City Women FC

marked this year’s International Day

saw a surprise special guest as rugby

board member), Rodney Cyrus (On

Against Homophobia, Transphobia

legend Gareth Thomas shared his

And Off Pitch Podcast) and Suzy

and Biphobia.

experiences of announcing his sexuality

inclusion of LGBT+ players, officials

Wrack (Guardian journalist and FAqualified coach).

and supporters.

in 2009.
The event was co-hosted with the
APPG for Global LGBT+ Rights and

These standalone events were very

Revulsion at the plans for a European

featured a panel discussion with

important and it should also be noted

Super League, which planned to co-opt

Damian Collins MP (former chair of the

that the APPG members provided

women’s teams at some unspecified

CMS Committee and publisher of the

political advice and support throughout

point in the future, without consultation

‘Homophobia in Sport’ report), Chris

the year on a huge range of issues -

and covered by only a single sentence

Paouros (co-chair of Proud Lilywhites

particularly matters relating to football

in the new competition’s opening press

and Kick It Out trustee), Luke Tuffs

governance, the European Super

release, was widespread.

(manager of Ashford Town (Middlesex)

League and the Fan-led Review.
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#ICYMI
DISABLED FANS STILL PUT OFF BASINGSTOKE ACV
There are always
some stories that don’t
fit neatly elsewhere in
the Annual Review, but
that we think are worth
recapping, In Case You
Missed It.

In August, disability access campaign

Back in January Basingstoke fans

group Level Playing Field (LPF)

managed to get the club’s Camrose

published a report that showed many

stadium listed by its local council as

disabled fans were still put off going to

an Asset of Community Value under

games because of poor access. More

the Localism Act 2011. The ground

than 1,400 disabled fans took part in

has been empty since 2019 with the

LPF’s survey and 30% said they felt

club effectively homeless, so this is a

unable to attend sporting venues due

welcome step to help stop potential

to poor access for disabled supporters.

redevelopment of the ground and

Additionally, 25% of respondents said

help return the club to their long-term

that ‘anxiety or lack of confidence’ was

home.

a barrier when attending live sport.

CRYPTO WORRIES

DIGGING DEEP

FANS WANT NON-LEAGUE
REFORM

Leeds United Supporters’ Trust were

With fixtures in the spring still being

The majority of fans (eight out of ten)

just one fan group to speak out against

held behind club doors, fan groups

want reform of the National League’s

crypto-currency ‘fan token’ purveyors

raised more than £200,000 through

voting structures, and there is also

Socios.com, who signed a deal with

virtual ticket fundraisers. The EFL

widespread support for a realignment

the club in August. “If football chooses

Trophy final saw Sunderland and

of divisions according to an FSA

to bring unregulated cryptocurrency

Tranmere raising huge sums for local

survey in July. 69% supported a

into the game, we believe that clubs

charities, while the Chelsea Women’s

hypothetical move that would see the

also need to provide education and

Supporters Group likewise raised

National League’s top tier clubs join

guidance on the purpose and risks

thousands for their women’s League

the professional structure of the EFL,

associated,” they said. West Ham

Cup final against Bristol City.

with 67% in favour of regionalising the

cancelled a similar deal with Socios

leagues below League One if such a

following a supporter backlash.

restructure happened.
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Before you place any bet, tap out of your
betting app and take a moment to think
things through. It can be for just a moment,
a minute, or perhaps as long as it takes
to make a cup of tea. Whatever you go
on to do, making this pause a habit will
help you avoid Bet Regret.
Bet Regret is that sinking feeling you get
the minute you make an impulsive bet,
often when drunk, bored or chasing losses.
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